
technology has been shown 
to provide competent 

between implications 

promising lead candidates 
that have a higher likelihood 

trials, helping in eliminating 
candidates which may fail.

Connecting the dots

to enhance certain aspects 

the clinical trial, which 

clear systems in place, it 

and cost. OneClinical is a 
platform that monitors the 
progress of a trial, providing 

insights to sponsors, 
enabling proactive decision 
making to improve 

give sponsors better control 
over the clinical trials 
process and impact the time 
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help in bringing lifesaving 
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1. Clinical Trials are Becoming More Global and More 
Diverse

from a broader pool of potential patients and lower operating costs, 

effective across many demographics (age, race, and gender), rather than 

rare disease research is on the rise, and rare diseases often affect portions 

2. Data and Technology are Enhancing Patient 

any gaps with advertising. While we have made progress in developing 
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more effective social and digital media campaigns, 

and enroll patients. We are seeing more companies 

identifying entire cohorts of patients before a trial is 
even designed.

3. Patient Inputs are Driving Improved 
Engagement (Including a Rise in Virtual 
Trials)

enhancing the delivery of patient care, improving 

candidates than others, advances in technology 

trials that allow patients to record data remotely, 
often from the comfort of their own homes, increase 

live far distances from hospitals, or for sensitive 

of making treatments accessible to as many patients 

participant convenience. 
4. Streamlined Data Flow Between Clinical 

Trial Systems and Stakeholders

centers have access to more technology than ever 

clinical research centers have made it a priority to 

displays, mobile apps, and online, the life science 

information, allowing clinical teams to see all of their 

5. The Surge of Digital Medicine
Digital medicine is proving that it is here to stay, 

becoming progressively more integrated into new 

with their medication regimen. The sensor on the 
ingested pill works in tandem with a patch worn on 
the patient, digitally transmitting information to a 
mobile app, allowing both patient and physician to 

expect to see ongoing innovations in the digital 
medicine space in the years ahead.


